Press Release
Vuzix Partners With HeadApp To Launch Pilot Program For Its
Award-Winning M100 Smart Glasses
Solution Available April 15th At The AERO2015 Expo As Testing To Conclude In Turin, Italy With 15
Planes Equipped With The New Glass4Flight “Vuzix Ready” App
February 4, 2015 – Rochester, NY – Vuzix® Corporation (NASDAQ: VUZI), a leading supplier of Video
Eyewear and Smart Glasses in the consumer, commercial and entertainment markets, is pleased to announce
today that it has partnered with HeadApp to produce Glasses4Flight, an application for pilots that connects
WiFly, an integrated system that collects and communicates every significant aircraft and flight data item in
real time and links the data with Vuzix M100 Smart Glasses, creating a Virtual Glass Cockpit and a whole new
user experience for the pilot. HeadApp has created the first multimedia glasses application and solution
dedicated to the aeronautic industry. The application will become available for purchase April 15th at the
AERO2015 Expo. A test video of Maurizio Cheli, a Chief Test Pilot for combat aircraft and veteran of one
NASA space shuttle mission, flying with the Vuzix M100 can be viewed at:
http://www.vuzix.com/partners/headapp/ .
HeadApp’s Glass4Flight app, developed by Eco-Mind and DigiSky, creates a Virtual Glass Cockpit for the
M100 Smart Glasses wearer and displays vital information such as heading, aircraft speed, aircraft altitude,
flight time, flight level, route information, traffic avoidance information, estimated time at next waypoint and
much more vital information that can be easily accessed and switched between one digital panel to another
with a simple gesture from the Smart Glasses. Glass4Flight, which gets that data from WiFly has audio/video
capabilities, allows the pilot to remain hands-free with the ability to get all the information from the
instruments at a quick glance, allowing the pilot to devote their attention on the flight and not the cockpit
instruments.
Vuzix and HeadApp believe that adoption of the Glass4Flight with M100 Smart Glasses will directly address
the problem of pilots with “busy hands and eyes.” Their solution enables hands-free operation, which
improves safety, efficiency, and effectiveness, allowing the pilot to properly perform their job. Testing of
Glass4Flight with Vuzix M100 Smart Glasses is taking place in Turin, Italy in collaboration with the local Aero
Club and is in its final stages of testing. Fifteen planes equipped with the Glass4Flight “Vuzix Ready” app were
used in the testing phase.
“Creating a solution for the aviation industry isn’t an easy task and collecting and using the data is one of the
biggest technological challenges the industry faces. But with a dedicated team with many years’ experience
in innovative technologies, business and aviation and partnering with Vuzix’ great products, we were able to
make this solution possible,” said Fabio Chinaglia, Founder and CEO of HeadApp. “We are pleased to begin
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this program with the help of Vuzix. Once we got our hands on the M100, we knew this was going to be our
primary device. The M100 Smart Glasses offer an amazing user experience for the pilot, much better than
using any other kind of glasses and we are excited about the real work application.”
Paul Travers, President and CEO of Vuzix, said, “Vuzix isn’t new to the aviation industry, but this is the first
time that we looked at a project with the pilot in mind as opposed to engineers and airline crew. We have
worked closely with HeadApp with a focus towards the private aviator. What we have seen so far has been
quite eye opening and the potential for our M100 with regard for the pilot program gives us a lot of
possibilities. During the further testing phases, we will look at new opportunities to embark on.”
The Vuzix M100 Smart Glasses are the world's first commercially available hands free display and wearable
computer designed for the enterprise users. The M100 contains a virtual display with an integrated camera
and a powerful processing engine, running the Android® OS to wirelessly connect via Bluetooth or WiFi
directly to most standard networks or to a smartphone or other compatible device.
About Vuzix Corporation
Vuzix is a leading supplier of Video Eyewear and Smart Glasses products in the consumer, commercial and
entertainment markets. The Company's products include personal display and wearable computing devices
that offer users a portable high quality viewing experience, provide solutions for mobility, wearable displays
and virtual and augmented reality. Vuzix holds 39 patents and 112 additional patents pending and numerous
IP licenses in the Video Eyewear field. The Company has won Consumer Electronics Show (or CES) awards
for innovation for the years 2005 to 2014 and several wireless technology innovation awards among others.
Founded in 1997, Vuzix is a public company (NASDAQ:VUZI) with offices in Rochester, NY, Oxford, UK and
Tokyo, Japan.
About HeadApp
HeadApp is an Italian software company focused on wearable devices, sensors, and real time data
management for the business and prosumer market.

Forward-Looking Statements Disclaimer
Certain statements contained in this news release are "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of
the Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and applicable Canadian securities laws. Forward looking
statements contained in this release relate to the M100 Smart Glasses, HeadApp, WiFly, Glass4Flight, the
benefits and advantages to pilots using the solution, future business and further product developments,
among other things, and the Company's leadership in the Video Eyewear and AR display industry. They are
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generally identified by words such as "believes," "may," "expects," "anticipates," "should" and similar
expressions. Readers should not place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements, which are based
upon the Company's beliefs and assumptions as of the date of this release. The Company's actual results
could differ materially due to risk factors and other items described in more detail in the "Risk Factors"
section of the Company's Annual Reports and MD&A filed with the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission and applicable Canadian securities regulators (copies of which may be obtained at
www.sedar.com or www.sec.gov ). Subsequent events and developments may cause these forward-looking
statements to change. The Company specifically disclaims any obligation or intention to update or revise
these forward-looking statements as a result of changed events or circumstances that occur after the date of
this release, except as required by applicable law.
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